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The kinetic theory for tagged-particle problems in lattice-gas cellular automata is extended beyond
Boltzmann s mean-6eld approximation by including correlated ring-type collisions. This theory
provides explicit expressions for the velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) for all times in terms of
the ring-collision integral, as well as corrections to the Boltzmann values of the transport coefficients.
For times long compared to the mean free time, the ring integral equation yields the phenomenological
mode-coupling theory and the long-time tails. For intermediate times it describes a slow transition
from initial exponential decay to the long-time tails. At short times the ring kinetic theory is exact.
In particular, deviations from the Boltzmann result in the VACF of three-dimensional systems after
two time steps are calculated explicitly and compared with computer simulations.
PACS number(s): 05.20.Dd, 51.10.+y, 05.60.+w
I. INTRODUCTION
In applications of lattice-gas cellular automata
(LGCA's) [1] as models for nonequilibrium fluids, almost
all theoretical analysis is based on the Boltzmann equa-
tion [2]. This is essentially a mean-field theory that ne-
glects the correlations between the occupations of difFer-
ent velocity states. Time correlation functions obtained
from it are exact after one time step in all d-dimensional
models. They are even exact after two time steps in
systems larger than two lattice distances in any direc-
tion, but the Boltzmann approximation breaks down in
most lattice models after three time steps due to the
so-called ring collisions. The exponential decay as pre-
dicted by the Boltzmann equation is much too rapid in
the intermediate- and long-time regimes. At long times
simulations done by Frenkel and co-workers [3, 4] show
a slow algebraic decay of t +2, similar to that found
by Alder and Wainwright for continuous fluids [5]. The
observed long-time tails are in quantitative agreement
with the phenomenological mode-coupling theory [3, 6],
but have never been derived or justified on the basis of a
more fundamental kinetic theory for LGCA's.
However, recently the kinetic theory for fluid type
LGCA's has been extended by Kirkpatrick and one of
the authors [7] to include the correlated ring collisions.
Here we use their method to develop an analogous ring
kinetic theory for tagged-particle problems. Its main ap-
plication here is the study of the velocity autocorrelation
function (VACF) of a tagged particle at short, interme-
diate, and long times. This enables us to derive for long
times the phenornenological mode-coupling theory.
At intermediate times, recollisions of particles, ignored
in the Boltzmann approximation, start to appear at
t = 3, because the minimum time required for two par-
ticles to recollide is three time units. However, if the
macroscopic periodicity cell, containing the lattice gas,
has at least one spatial period equal to two (slab geom-
etry), one observes deviations from Boltzmann even at
t = 2, due to interactions among particles through the
boundaries [4]. These excess geometric correlations have
been quantitatively explained from the ring collision in-
tegral and were found to be in excellent agreement with
the computer simulations, as already reported in an ear-
lier publication [8]. The detailed derivation of this result
will be presented in this paper.
Why lattice gases in slab geometries'? It turns out that
the only existing quasi-three-dimensional LGCA fluid
with isotropic Euler and Navier-Stokes fluid dynamic
equations is the face-centered-hypercubic (FCHC) model
[2]. It is a lattice gas contained in a I. x I, x I x 2 slab,
embedded in a four-dimensional FCHC lattice.
One of the few existing results, based on the ring ki-
netic theory, is the breakdown [9] of the Boltzmann equa-
tion for calculating transport coeKcients in Lorentz-type
LGCA s with independent particles, moving in a fixed ar-
ray of scatterers. In models with backscattering, where
the direction of the velocities is reversed upon collision,
the difFusion coefficient, calculated from the ring kinetic
theory, can be up to 50FD smaller than the Boltzmann
difFusion coefficient. This theoretical prediction has been
extensively confirmed by computer simulations [9]. A
similar reduction of the diffusion coefficient in a LGCA's
of interacting particles was very recently reported by Tay-
lor and Boghosian [10].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we in-
troduce evolution equations of the LGCA. Section III
specializes on the short-time behavior of the VACF. In
Sec. IV we develop the general kinetic theory for tagged-
particle problems. Section V is devoted to the long-time
analysis, which leads to the mode-coupling theory. Fi-
nally, we include some comments in Sec. VI.
II. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
In LGCA's both space and time are discrete. There are
1V fluid particles. At integer times t = 0, 1,2, . . . their
positions r are at the nodes of a regular d-dimensional
lattice Z. Their velocities belong to the set of nearest-
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v,'(r, t) = v, (r, t) + I,(n(t), v(t)). (2.1)
The prime denotes the value of the occupation number
at time t+
~e~ with t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . After the collision
has taken place, the particles are translated to the near-
est neighbors. This is the streaming step, which can be
represented as
neighbor and possibly next-nearest-neighbor lattice vec-
tors (c,) with i = 0, . . . , b —1, where b is called the bit
number. The lattice is contained in a periodic box with
L~ lattice spacings in the o; direction (o. = x, y, . . . , d).
The number of sites V is then V = 1zLy ' ' 'Ld We im-
pose the Fermi exclusion rule, in which no two particles
can be at the same node with the same velocity. The
occupation numbers n, (r, t) are equal to 1 if the chan-
nel c, at node r is occupied at time t and 0 otherwise.
The state of a LGCA at time t is fully determined by
specifying the set (n;(r, t)) for all r, i. The dynamics
only conserves particle number and momentum, but not
energy.
In order to calculate the VACF one needs to include a
tagged particle in the system and register its trajectory.
The tagged particle behaves as a fluid particle, but car-
ries a tag. As a consequence, if we switch off" the tag,
we would only see the dynamics of the underlying fluid.
During collision the tag redistributes among the fluid par-
ticles according to certain collision rules. There are many
ways to choose such rules (see Ref. [11]for a detailed anal-
ysis). Here we only consider the so-called rnaxirnatty ran
dom collision rules, introduced by Frenkel and co-workers
in their computer simulations [3, 12]. In this case the tag
redistributes randomly among the output particles at the
same node, regardless of any velocity changes from input
to output particles. For a completely filled lattice, the
tagged particle becomes a random walker on a regular
lattice. The time evolution of a LGCA consists of two
steps: collision and propagation. Here v, (r, t) denotes
the occupation number for the tagged particle at the in-
teger time and I, the collision operator that depends on
the collisions between fluid-fluid and fluid-tagged parti-
cles. The collision step can be represented as
v, (r, t—) = v,'(r, —t) + I,(n'( —t), v'( —t)),
(2.4)
v,'(r, t)—= v, (r + c, , t —+ 1) = S,v, (r, t—+ 1).
The combination of both expressions yields the backward
evolution equation (t ) 0):
v, (r, t ——1) = S,v, (r, t) +—I, (Sn(—t), Sv(—t)), (2.5)
where the operator S shifts the argument r in n~ to r+c~,
and where all occupation numbers are taken at the inte-
ger values —t = 0, —1, —2, . . . . Further analysis of the
collision operator I, is now required. As there is at most
one tagged particle in the system, I, is linear in the oc-
cupation number v. However, it is a nonlinear function
of the occupation numbers n, i.e. , in a b bits model the
collision term I, contains at most (b —1) n's, each refer-
ring to different velocity channels c~. Iterating the evo-
lution equation t times gives an exact series for v, (r, t)
expressed as a polynomial of degree b' —1 in the occupa-
tion numbers, nt, (r', 0). The collision operator I,(n, v)
can be expanded in fluctuations around equilibrium by
writing
6n, (r, t) = n, (r, t) —(n, ) = n, (r, t) —f . (2.6)
Here () denotes an average over an equilibrium ensemble,
and (n, ) = f = p/b is the reduced density (0 ( f ( 1).
Expansion of the collision operator yields then
b
I,(n, v) = ) ni, ,l,„v,,6n, , 6n, „
A=1
=ni,'. lv, +n, [vn "n], (2.7)
where summation convention and the relation
I,((n, (v)) = 0 have been used. The second subscript
of 0 ~) is always referring to the tagged particle, while
the third, fourth, etc. (if present) refer to fluid particles.
Some properties of the 0 coefBcients are as follows:
(i) n.. . , is symmetric in the labels (i2 ig) of the
fluid particles.
v,'(r, t) = v, (r + c, , t + 1) = S,v, (r, t + 1). (2.2)
(ii) n.. .„vanishes if at least one pair of the indices
out of (iq iq) is equal.
v, (r + c, , t + 1) = v, (r, t) + I,(n(t), v(t)). (2.3)
Here S, is the streaming operator which shifts the argu-
ment r to r+c, . It may also be represented as a bV x bV
matrix S,
~
(r, r ') = b,~6(r ', r + c,) with i = 0, 1, . . . , b —1
and r e l'. . Combining these two equations, we get the
forward evolution equation with t = 0, 1, 2, . . . for the
tagged particle as
(iii) ni ) is the linearized collision operator that enters
in the Boltzmann equation. Furthermore, 0, . is(1) .
symmetric in i and j.
In the following we will frequently use the schematic no-
tation n, [] to denote all terms in Eq. (2.7) with A ) 2. To
conclude this section we give some equal time correlation
functions, which will be needed later on:
A similar equation exists for the fluid particles, where v is
replaced by n and I by the appropriate collision operatorI for fluid particles. In subsequent sections, it will be
convenient to also have a backward evolution equation
[7], expressing v, (—t —1) in terms of v( —t), n( —t). As
collision rules are invariant under reversal of velocities,
the collision step becomes
(v'(r)) = (v) = 1/bV
(v~(r)v'(r')) = bob(r, r')(v)
(v~(r')bn, (r)) = b,~b'(r, r')(v) (1 —f),
(6'n, (r )6n~ (r ') ) ='b, ~ 6(r, r ') r. ,
(v (r)v2(r )«~(r"))
=
~' ~'&~(r r )~(r r )(v)(1 f) (2.8)
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with r = f(1 —f) .The two- and three-point correlation
functions vanish unless both velocities and positions are
the same. These averages can be extended to four-, five-,
etc. point correlation functions.
III. SHORT- TIME BEHAVIOR
where translational invariance has been used. The dif-
fusion coefficient D is given in terms of the VACF by a
Green-Kubo relation
D = -'4'*(0) +):&*(t).
t=1
P, (t) =U) c;,c, (v;(r, t)v, (0, 0)), (3 2)
Once we have defined the dynamics of the tagged par-
ticle, we can introduce the object of study of this paper,
the VACF,
4*(t) = ( *(t) *(o)) (3.1)
where v (t) is the x component of the velocity of the
tagged particle at time t In .terms of the occupation
numbers, the velocity of the tagged particle is v~(t) =
Q, , c; v, (r, t). Therefore Eq. (3.1) can be written as
With the help of Eq. (2.8) we can obtain the value at
t = 0 of the VACF as
(3.4)
where c& is the speed of sound of an athermal LGCA.
We are now interested in the VACF after a few time
steps, starting with t = 1. Using the evolution equation
(2.3) and the expansion of the collision operator (2.7),
we find
b
P (1) = U) c, c~ v~(0) S, v, (r)+S,. ) QI,". l,. v, , (r) t)ri, „(r) (3.5)
where all occupation numbers v and bn are taken at time
t = 0. Next we use translational invariance to let the ad-
joint operator of S, act on v~(0), giving v~(c, ). Con-
sider the first term in Eq. (3.5). It yields, on account of
Eq. (2.8),
(S,v, (0)v, (r )) = (v)bv b'(r, c,).
Similarly the term with A~ l in Eq. (3.5) gives
(S,v~(0)AI,'iv, , (r)) = (v)AI,'lb(r, c;).
(3.6)
(3.7)
P, (1) = bc (X+ Ai'l)c„ (3.8)
Contributions from terms with A ) 2 are vanishing, be-
cause all indices i i, . . . , ip are necessarily different on ac-
count of property (ii) below Eq. (2.7). The average of
a single bn is vanishing. The exact result for the VACF
after one time step in matrix notation is then
t
0B(&) = —,'c, (n+ n"') c, = c'(i —~)'. (3.11)
The diffusion coeScient in Boltzmann approximation fol-
lows immediately:
independent of the dimensionality and the collision rules
of the underlying LGCA fluid. It was already mentioned
in Sec. II that the Boltzmann approximation is obtained
by keeping only the term 0~ii in the expansion (2.7).
Equation (3.8) shows then that Boltzmann is exact for
t = 1. We will show below that the Boltzmann approx-
imation is also exact for t = 2 if the shortest linear di-
mension of the lattice is larger than 2.
Following steps (3.6)—(3.8), i.e. , writing the evolution
equation (2.3) as v, (r+ c, , t + 1) = v, (r, t) + 0, v~ (r, t),
we obtain in Boltzmann approximation
4'(1) = ca(1 —~). (3.9)
For tagged-particle models with maximally random col-
lision rules the eigenvalue is [11]
[1 —(1 —f)' '], -(~ —1)f (3.10)
where c stands for a 6 vector with components ci~
(i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , b —1). For most of the existing LGCA
models such as Frisch-Hasslacher-Pomeau (FHP), FCHC,
eight- and nine-bit models, one can prove that c is an
eigenvector of A(il with eigenvalue u[l1]. In tha—t case
Eq. (3.8) simplifies to
D=co
i
———i.2) (3.12)
Although the Boltzmann approximation predicts the
long-time behavior incorrectly (exponential instead of al-
gebraic decay), its value for the diffusion coefficient is
very good. The disagreement between Boltzmann and
very accurate computer simulations is less than 1% for
all densities (see Ref. [4]).
Next we consider the VACF after two time steps, which
requires the evaluation of v;(r, 2). If we use the forward
evolution equation (2.3) twice, we generate a huge num-
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ber of terms, on the order bb. However, there exists a
simpler method to calculate P(2) by using stationarity of
the equilibrium state, i.e.:
(3.13)
Using the forward evolution equation (2.3) for v, (r, 1)
and the backward Eq. (2.5) for vz(0, —1) we generate
only about b terms. If we take property (ii) below Eq.
(2.7) into account we find that the only nonvanishing
terms are those with the same number of bn's coming
from v(0, —1) as from v(r, 1), yielding
b, (2) = V) c;,c,,( (br + A, „' )(b i+A, ', )(8,. 'cr(r)8(ri(0))r,ij
b
+) AI,". ', AI, ', (8, 'r;, (r) S, 'bn;, (r)S,, r, , (O) S,, bn, , (0))I
A=2
(3.14)
The first term gives the Boltzmann value
bn(2) = cc, (IL+A~') c . (3.15)
(3.18)
with n running over the Cartesian components x, y, z, m,
we obtain
Next consider the term with A = 2 in the expansion
(3.14), where ii g iq and ji g jz. It contains the av-
erage
b(b)=2—) () c,,A. . .) b(cr„cn),
$1/2
(3.19)
(v, , (r —c,)bn, , (r —c,)v, , (c,, )bn, , (c,, ))
= v. (v)b,„,b,„2b(r, c, + c,, )b(r, c, + c,, )
+(v) (1 —f) b,„,b,„,b(r, c, + c,, )b(r, c, + c,, ),
(3.16)
where Eq. (2.8) has been used. The term containing
(v)~ is of relative order 1/V and will be neglected from
now on. The Kronecker 6's imply cj, —cj2 for systems
larger than two lattice spacings in all directions. How-
ever, 0 . in (3.14) vanishes if ji = jq [see property
(ii)] and the total contribution of the (A = 2) term is
vanishing. The same argument applies to all terms with
A ) 2. Then Eq. (3.15) is the exact expression for P (2)
in systems larger than two lattice spacings.
Suppose now that our system is contained in a periodic
box with two lattice spacings in one of the directions,
and we impose periodic boundary conditions. Then the
condition b(c~, , c~2) can be satisfied through the periodic
boundary. As an example, consider a one-dimensional
strip of the FHP model (see Fig. 1), two lattice spacings
wide in the y direction. As a consequence of the bound-
ary conditions, points with the same x component are
identified: r ' = r mod(c —cb). If we label the velocities
c, , i = 1, . . . , 6 we have identified the points
where summations are written out explicitly. The
terms with A & 2 can be analyzed similarly, giving
b(c~„c~2) b(c~, , c~„)b(r,c, + c~, ). The set of b's can-
not be satisfied simultaneously since c~, g c~, P
c~„(see, however, Appendix A). Consequently, Eq.
(3.19) becomes an exact expression for bbt)(2) [8], where
the implicit sum over ji and jz runs over all possible pairs
satisfying b(c~, , c~2) = 1 through the periodic boundary.
This excess correlation is not a consequence of the dy-
namics of the I GCA, but purely a geometric effect of the
slab geometry. A further illustration of geometric corre-
lations induced by slab geometries is given in Appendix
A, where the excess VACF is calculated for the quasi-
two-dimensional FCHC model, defined on a slab of size
L x L x 2 x 2. In that case one has apart from (3.19) an
additional contribution involving A~ ~.
The last part of this section is devoted to the cal-
culation of bg(2) for the quasi-three-dimensional FCHC
model, defined in a slab of size L x L x L x 2 of the FCHC
lattice. This model has been extensively used to simulate
three-dimensional lattice gases, because there exist no
three-dimensional lattices with the required isotropy of
2'
r+ c2 —r'+ c6 or r+ c3 ——r + c5 (Vr), (3.17)
or, equivalently, all pairs that satisfy the equation cs, =
c~, mod(2eq), where 2eq = c —c(, is the spatial period
in the y direction. For this case the pairs (cz, , c~2) are
(cq, cs), (cs, cq), (cs, cs), (cs, cs). If we define the excess
VACF as
FIG. l. Quasi-one-dimensional strip of width 2 with pe-
riodic boundary conditions r ' = r + mod(c —cb). Points 1
and 1', 2 and 2' are identified in slab geometries.
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Akl = ) c, Aikl(2) (3.20)
fourth rank tensors. It consists of b = 24 allowed velocity
states per site (+1,+1,0, 0), (+1,0, +1,0), (+1,0, 0, +1),
(0, +1,+1,0), and (0, 0, +1,+1). The essential element
in Eq. (3.19) is
of the model breaks the symmetry under interchange of
: a, (n = x, y, z), and the tensor (v (t)vp(0)), al-
though still symmetric in (n, P), is no longer isotropic.
The (idio) component differs from the (na) component
with n = x, y, z. As a three-dimensional object, the ten-
sor is still isotropic.
In principle this quantity depends on the detailed colli-
sion rules for the tagged particle and the fluid particles.
However, for maximally random tagged-particle collision
rules (see Sec. II), Agi has the remarkable property that
it is totally independent of the collision rules of the un-
derlying LGCA fluid, similar to the eigenvalue u in Eq.
(3.10), and for exactly the same reasons [11].The essen-
tial ingredient in the argument is momentum conserva-
tion. Let (c) and (c*), respectively, be the sets of [p]
incoming and outgoing velocities in a p-tuple collision.
Then the expected velocity of the tagged particle after
a collision is (1/p) P,.c '. However, because of momen-
tum conservation, P,.c' = P, c, independently of the
fluid-fluid collision rules. It holds even for noninteract-
ing fluid particles. Hence we can switch off the collisions,
and calculate Ag~ for a noninteracting fluid. Explicit cal-
culations are given in Appendix B. The result is
Al, i = zi(cl, + ci)g(f, b) + zi(cl, —ci)h(f, b), (3.21)
g(f, b) = —[(b —1)(b —2)f ]
x(2 —bf —b(1 —f) + (b —2)(1 —f) ),
(3.22)
h(»b) = —[(b —1)f] '(1 —(1 —f)' ').
In the FCHC model one can find 12 pairs that satisfy the
relation 6(cs, , c~, ) = 1. But only the 4 pairs with nonzero
x component give nonvanishing contributions, which are
all equal. This gives a factor 4 in (3.19). Combination
of (3.20)—(3.22) gives the exact result for the excess cor-
relation function in the quasi-three-dimensional FCHC
model [8]:
6P~(2) = sif(1 —f)[g(f, 24)] (cr = x, y, z). (3.23)
with g and h given in terms of the reduced density and
the number of bits as
IV. INTERMEDIATE- TIME BEHAVIOR
I',, (q, t) =) e '~'I', , (r, t)
r
= b(v, (q, t) v,'(q, 0)),
with
(4.2)
I',
s (q, 0) = 6,q. (4.3)
The Fourier transforms of the occupation numbers v, and
6n, are defined as
v, (q, t) =) e '~'v;(r, t)
n, (q, t) = ) e '~'6n;(r, t), (4.4)
where the following relation holds:
(4.5)
In terms of the propagator, the VACF can be written as
g, (t) = ib ) c,,I',~(r, t)c~
In this section we develop the kinetic theory for tagged-
particle problems beyond Boltzmann by extending the re-
sults for LGCA fluids in Ref. [7]. We will first derive an
equation for the two-point propagator of the tagged par-
ticle in terms of higher-order correlation functions from
which an approximate closed equation can be obtained.
Further simplifications yield the one loop or ring diagram,
which will be analyzed in Sec. V. We define the kinetic
propagator for the tagged particle as
I',s(r, t) = bV(v, (r, t)v, (0, 0)), (4.1)
normalized as I',
~(r, 0) = 6,s6(r, 0) on account of Eq.
(2.8). Its Fourier transform is denoted by
Similarly we can evaluate the excess correlation function
6P~ and the total one, P~(t) in Eq. (3.18) for the un-
physical fourth dimension (a = io), yielding
=
~i ) c;,I',, (q = 0, t)c,, (4.6)
6P (2) = z f(1 —f)[h(f, 24)],
O-(2) =-,'(1- )'/(1- f) (3.24)
The result for 6P (2) is plotted in Fig. 2 of Ref. [8] as
a function of the reduced density f. The computer sim-
ulations [4] are in a very good agreement with our ex-
act result. The Boltzmann term, also plotted in that
figure, shows that for densities f + 0.75 the correc-
tions (3.23) are the dominant part of P (2). The ex-
cess correlation function in the m direction differs from
that in the x, y, and z directions. The slab geometry
To obtain a kinetic equation for the propagator we write
the forward evolution equation (2.3) with (2.7) more
schematically as
v;(t+1) = S, '(ll+ A~'l), ,v, (t) + S,. 'A, [v(t) n(t)],
(4 7)
where 11. is the unit matrix and where the node label
r has been suppressed. We will also occasionally use a
vector notation for (4.7) by simply dropping the labels
(i, j, . . .), referring to the velocity channels. In fact, the
schematic notation (4.7) is valid both in real space as well
as in Fourier representation. In the latter v(t) represents
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b
A [v. n]—:) V ) b q) q„
x AI,". l, v, , (qg, t) n, „(qg, t)
(4.8)
v, (q, t), S represents S,(q) = exp(iq. c), and in Eq. (4.12) to further evaluate the propagator I'(q, t).
Here it is convenient to consider the Hermitian adjoint
of this formal solution, which reads
"(-t) = "(0)r'(t)
t —1
+ ) A S 'v'(-~) S 'n (-r)
v=o
x rs (t —i —1). (4.15)
We proceed with the solution of (4.7) and consider
it as a matrix equation with an inhomogeneity 2
S iA[]. The solution of the homogeneous equation,
v(t) = rs(t) v(0), involves the kinetic propagator, which
reads, respectively, in real space and Fourier representa-
tion,
Note that the arguments of the occupation numbers are
v( —t) and n( —t) and that I'Ot is indeed the Hermitian ad-
joint of ro, as the matrix A(il is symmetric [see property
(ii) below Eq. (2.7)]. We further introduced the adjoint
(A~[Sv Sn]), =—A, [S 'v* S 'n*]. (4.16)
r'(r, t) = S-'(ll+ A!'!)
I'0(q, t) = e 'q'(lan+A!'l)
(4.9)
Inserting (4.15) into (4.13) and combining it with (4.12)
yields again the identity
I'(t) = I' +bI' S 'Ia (A[v n]At[Sv Sn]) Car .
The matrix I" is in fact the Boltzmann approximation
to I'. As mentioned before, the streaming operator S
may be represented in real space as a bV x bV matrix
with elements S,
~
(r, r') = 6,~b(r', r + c,). After Fourier
transformation it becomes diagonal in the position labels,
i.e.
, S(q) = exp(iq c) is a b x b matrix with elements
S,z(q) = b,~ exp(iq c,). The formal solution of (4.7)
becomes then
In deriving (4.17) we used the relation
("[v(o) "n(o))vt(o)) = o,
(4.17)
(4.18)
which is a consequence of property (ii) below Eq. (2.7).
Equation (4.17) expresses the two-point correlation func-
tion in terms of (y„A)-correlation functions,
I'(12. . . A; 1'2' p, '; t)
v(t) = r'v(O) + r' g S-'A[v n],
where the convolution product is defined as
(4.1o)
vi tnqt n~t
(f g) (t) = ) f(t —1 —&)g(&) (4.11) "I~|'~f (o)~~ '~a (o) "~„'~„' io)I) (4.19)
v=o
Substitution of Eq. (4.10) into the definition of the prop-
agator (4.2) gives
I'(q, t) = b(v(q, t)vt(q, 0))
+bl' S '(A[v n]vt(0)), (4.12)
where the b vector vt(q, o) with components v*(q, o), de-
notes the Hermitian adjoint of v(q, t). We further used
the relation b(v(q, o)vt(q, o)) = 1. The identity (4.12)
has the structure of an open hierarchy. It expresses a
(1,1)-correlation function into a sum of (A, l)-correlation
functions (vi(t) np(t)v'(0)) which can be written as
(,(t) n (t),*(O)) = (,(0)»(0);(—t)), (4.13)
where we have used stationarity of the equilibrium aver-
ages. Then we may evaluate v'(q, t) with t ) 0,—using
the backward evolution equation (2.5):
v( —t —1) = (ll+ A!'!)Sv(—t)
+A[Sv(—t) Sn( —t)]. (4.14)
We solve this equation formally as in (4.9) and (4.10)
in terms of I t(t) = [(11 + A( l)S]', and use the result
and therefore Eq. (4.17) is not a closed equation for 1.
However, it can be closed using the Gaussian decoupling
scheme introduced in Ref. [7]. In this approximation, all
higher-order cumulants are neglected and all correlation
functions of order larger than 2 are factorized in terms of
two-point correlation functions, yielding a closed equa-
tion for the tagged-particle propagator I'. For more de-
tails we refer to [7]. Within this factorization scheme, and
using the properties of the A' s, the (A, p, ) contribution of
I'(12 A; 1'2' p', t) in (4.17) is nonvanishing only if
A = p. Furthermore, one has to couple vi(t) and vz, (0)
into the single propagator (vi(t) v& (0)). Other couplings,
e.g. , (vi(t)hnz, (0)), yield contributions that are O(1/V)
[see comments below (3.16)]. The remaining bn's can be
combined in all possible pairs (bnI, (t)bni(0)), where the
label k belongs to the set (12 . A} and the label l to the
set (1'2' . p'), yielding (A —1)! possible combinations.
The Gaussian decoupling scheme gives for the simplest
term in (4.19) with A = p = 2,
(v, ( q, t)n, (qg, t)v„*(q', 0)n;(q'„0))
= (v, (q, t)vg(q', 0))(n~(qi, t)n;(q'„0))
= (v) Vb(q, q')~Vb(qi, qi)r, a(q, t)r~t (qs, t),
(4.20)
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r, i(r, t)~ = (bn, (r, t)b'ni(0, 0)),
r~t(q, t)rV = (n~(q, t)n&*(q, 0)).
(4.21)
If we consider only the lowest term in (4.17), with A =
p = 2, the Gaussian approximation leads to the following
result:
where r~.i(t) is the kinetic propagator of a fluid particle,
defined in real space and Fourier-space representation as
ization of (4.22), i.e.,
r,, (t) = r,', + r,'„s„-'
6
(A) 0|Sg 0 R . . .0, . . . gI',
%=2
(4.25)
where the ring terms are only nonvanishing for t & 3.
The term Rl"& involves a product of (A —1) propagators
I' for fluid particles and one tagged particle propagator,
where the ring integral R is given by
R,„,,„,(q, r) = —") r,„,(k, r)S;., '(k)
k
(4.22)
(w)i2" A;1'2'" A'(q
= (A —1)!(r/V)
x ) b(q, ) q„)rii (qi, t)e ' "'"
xI',„,(q —k, r)S,,'(q —k).
(4.23)
Notice that only terms with ii p i2 and ji g j2 appear
in Eq. (4.22) because of property (ii) below (2.7). The
structure of the ring term in (4.22) is a Boltzmann prop-
agator (I'P), a collision (0), two particles propagating
independently, one tagged (I'S i) and one fluid propa-
gator (I'S i), and finally a recollision (0) followed by a
Boltzmann propagator (I'P). This is the normal structure
of the ring collision term in the kinetic theory of contin-
uous fluids [13]. Each factor in the convolution product
in (4.22) involves at least one time step, i.e., in r,~(t) the
ring integral is evaluated up to 7 = t —2. Then, at t = 2
the ring integral R(q, r) at r = 0 gives the geometric
condition b(c~„c~,) [see also Eq. 3.19)]. Consequently,
its contraction with At, , vanishes on account of prop-
erty (ii) below Eq. (2.7). However, in slab geometries,
discussed in Sec. III, the geometric condition can be sat-
isfied through the periodic boundary. In that case (4.22)
at t = 2 gives the exact result discussed in Sec. III. In
regular geometries, where all spatial periods are larger
than 2, the ring integral R(q, r) vanishes identically at
r = 0, and the prediction of the Boltzmann equation,
represented by the first term on the right-hand side of
(4.22) is still exact at t = 2. The ring integral is nonvan-
ishing for ~ = 1, 2, . . . and corrections to the Boltzmann
value of the VACF appear only after three time steps.
For instance, R(q, 1) reduces to
R,„,~„,(q, 1) = rb'(c, , + c~, , c,, + c~, )
Xe-'q(.'+. )n(1) n(1)
&1j1 4ja ~ (4.24)
where the b function expresses the ring condition, re-
quiring that the four lattice vectors (c ) form a closed
-(1) .polygon. The quantity 0; is the linearized Boltzmann
collision operator for fluid particles. Its explicit form is
obtained by a fluctuation expansion similar to (2.7) of
the nonlinear collision term I;(n) for fluid particles, de-
fined below (2.3). A similar analysis can be done for the
higher-order ring terms in (4.17), as has been discussed
extensively in Ref. [7]. The result is an obvious general-
x r,, (q, , t)e '~' "'j=2
(4.26)
The ring terms with A & 2 do not contribute at short
times (t & 2) and long times, although they may be im-
portant at intermediate times. The term with A = 2, ex-
pressed in Eq. (4.22), gives the long-time behavior t +2,
as predicted by the phenomenological mode-coupling the-
ory [7, 3, 6], as will be discussed in Sec. V. Equation
(4.22), with the possible inclusion of higher ring terms
R(~), gives a self-consistent equation for the tagged-
particle propagator once we know the Quid-fluid propa-
gator I'. The fluid propagator obeys equations [7] which
are completely analogous to (4.17) and (4.22).
Consider the VACF in Eq. (4.6) and insert Eq. (4.22)
for the propagator r,
~(q = O, t). It follows from
Eqs. (3.8)—(3.11) that I'P(q = O, t)c = gp(t)c, where
gp(t) = (1 —u)' is the eigenvalue. The VACF becomes
then
X Ax, kl (4.28)
In order to evaluate Eq. (4.28), we need to solve Eq.
(4.22) for r,
~(q, t) and a similar equation for the fluid
propagator r,i(q, t) The higher-or. der rings (4.25) can
be included in (4.27) in a straightforward manner.
As will be shown in Sec. V, the ring integral R&2&(q, t)
has a slow algebraic decay whereas (1 —~)' has a fast
exponential decay with a relaxation time to —1/[—ln(1—
w)] on the order of the mean free time. For t )) tp the ring
integral R(0, t —r —1) may be approximated by R(0, t)
and the r summation in (4.27) yields u 2. The long-time
P, (t) = cpgp + 5 gp ta A~,gR,g, i,i, (0)A, ,l,t gp, (4.27)
where A A, ~ is defined in (3.20). The first term on the
right-hand side equals the Boltzmann value P~(t), de-
fined in (3.11). As (gp t3 gp)(t) = t(1 —u)' i we finally
obtain for the VACF at finite t in the ring approximation
4'*(t) = 4~(t)
t—2
+6 ) r(1 w) A~,zR,z ~~—(0, t —r —1)
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behavior in the ring approximation is then obtained as eigenvalue problem for the propagator I' (q, 1) of a fluid
particle in Eq. (5.1), using a matrix notation,
p, (t) = (b~ ) 'A, ,R,, k((0, t)A (4.29)
e ' '(I+ fl )a"(q) = e'& a"(q). (5.2)
In the long-time analysis of Sec. V we will replace the
propagators I' and I' in the ring integral (4.23) by their
Boltzmann values I and I' . This implies that the ring
kinetic equation is restricted to include only the simple
rings. In a separate publication [14] the ring approxima-
tion for the stress-stress correlation function, obtained
in Ref. [7], will be evaluated numerically for all t and
compared with the existing computer simulations.
Next we consider the contribution of the ring integrals
(4.25) to the time-dependent diffusion coefflcient D(t) =
o 'P(r), where the asterisk denotes that the term
r = 0 has a weight 1/2. For t » 1/~ ln(1 —u)~ the
convolution sums in (4.28) can be carried out and with
the help of (3.3) and (3.11) one obtains
Here a,"(q) (i = 1, 2, . . . , b) are the components of the
right eigenvector a&(q) and exp[z„(q)] is the correspond-
ing eigenvalue, labeled by p (p = 1,2, . . . , b) T.he matrix
e '~'(]i+0) is not symmetric. Therefore the eigenfunc-
tions a,"(q ) of the transposed matrix differ from a"(q ),
and one easily verifies that
a"(q) = e'~'a" (q).
These eigenfunctions form a complete biorthonormal set
with normalization and completeness relation, respec-
tively,
) a", (q)a, (q) = b„„
c2 (1 1)
b
~(~) (~)
+b~ 8 ~ / ~ 12" A 12" A 1'2' "A'
~=1 %=2
).&,",(q) =).a,"(q)a,"(q) = 4 (5 4)
(x)x (0& r)Ayp2g
where we have generalized Eq. (3.20) to
(4.30) The b x b matrix
'P~ projects a b vector into the pth
eigenspace. The spectral decomposition of the fluid prop-
agator (5.1) is therefore
~ (&) x n(&)12" A r' 3& j12" A'
3
(4.31) I',, (q, t) = ) e'~ 'P,",(q). (5.5)
V. LONG- TIME TAILS
This section is devoted to an analysis of the ring in-
tegral R(q, t) in Eq. (4.23) at long times and to the
derivation of the phenomenological mode-coupling the-
ory, which has been extensively used [6, 12] to derive the
long-time behavior of correlation function in LGCA's.
We restrict ourselves to the simple ring integral,
Ro(q, t), obtained from Eq. (3.18) by replacing the prop-
agators I' and I' by their Boltzmann values, i.e. ,
I' (q, t) = [I' (q, 1)]' = [e ' '(ll + 0 ' )]',
I' (q, t) = [I' (q, 1)]'= [e '~'(jl+0 )]',
(5.1)
The first term on the right-hand side of (4.30) is the
Boltzmann value of the diffusion coefflcient. The remain-
ing terms constitute the contributions of the ring colli-
sions. The long-time limit of D(t) (if it exists) gives the
diffusion coefficient D.
A completely analogous decomposition of the tagged-
particle propagator I' (q, t) can be made by replacing
-(1) .0 in Eq. (5.5) by A~ l. The eigenvalues and eigenvec-1
tors for this case will be denoted by exp [z, (q )] and a,'(q )
with s = 1, 2, . . . , b.
Inserting these results in (4.23) yields the spectral de-
composition of the simple ring integral
R, „(q,t) = —) ) a,'(k)a~(q —k)
k p, , s
x exp [z,(k )t + z„(q —k )t]
xa' (k)a„"(q —k). (5.6)
We note that R is expressed in right eigenvectors only,
that the real part of z„(q) is always negative, and that
the labels p, s run over the complete eigenvalue spectra,
so that R (q, t) in (5.6) is exact.
As we are interested in the long-time behavior, only
the slowest decay rates z„(q ) are of interest. The eigen-
value problem (5.2) for the fluid propagator in the slightly
rewritten form
where A( ) is the linearized Boltzmann collision operator
-(1)
for a tagged particle, introduced in Eq. (2.7), and A
is the corresponding Boltzmann collision operator for a
Quid particle.
To study the time dependence of Ro(q, t) it is conve-
nient to decompose F (q, t) and I' (q, t) into eigenfunc-
tions and eigenvalues. To do so we first consider the
e'~ & +' ' —g —0 a"(q) = 0 (5.7)
is a standard problem in kinetic theory which has been
studied for LGCA's in Refs. [15, 16]. The spectrum
contains (d + 1) slow or hydrodynamic modes, with
Rez„(q) = O(q2) as q ~ 0, related to number and mo-
mentum conservation. There are also (b —d —1) fast or
kinetic modes, with z„(q = 0) = —
~
ln(1 —ao)~, where
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—cup is a typical eigenvalue of 0, so that z„ is typ--(~) —1
ically on the order of the mean free time tMF between
collisions among Quid particles.
To be specific, there are in athermal LGCA's two sound
modes a; (q) = (cp + oq c,)/v'JV where z (q)
—icpoq —zpq (as q ~ 0) with o = 6 and (d —1)
shear modes a';(q) = q~i. c,/gJV~ where zi(q) = —vq' as
q —+ 0 with L = 1, 2, . . . , d —1. We have introduced the set
q = q/q and q~i (t = 1,2, . . . , d —1) of orthonormal unit
vectors, the kinematic viscosity v, and the sound damp-
ing constant p. The normalization constants A~ = 2bcp
and JVj = bc' are chosen such that Q,. a,"(q)a,"(q) = b„
as q ~ 0, compatible with Eq. (5.4). For more details
and explicit results we refer the reader to Ref. [15]. In
principle there may exist also spurious conservation laws
that give rise to slow modes at (large) wave numbers re-
lated to the centers of the planes (lines) bordering the
Brillouin zone. However, the staggered modes do not
couple to the long-time tail of the VACF of a tagged
particle [6].
The eigenvalue spectrum of the tagged-particle prop-
agator I'p has only one stove diffusion mode a,'(q)(+,) i~z = b i~z with z'(q) = Dq2 as q——+ 0, which is
related to conservation of tagged-particle number. The
coefficient of self-diffusion D is given in Eq. (3.3). There
are also (b —1) fast kinetic modes with z, (q = 0) =
—
l ln(1 —Ap)l, where —Ap is a typical eigenvalue on A(i&
and z, i is typically of the order of the mean free time tp
between collisions, suffered by the tagged particle. The
times to and t~y may be very different, depending on the
density and on the collision rules.
To determine the long-time behavior (t )) t y, tp)
of the ring integral (5.6) we restrict ourselves to the(d+ 1) hydrodynamic modes, labeled p = (cr = 6, l =
1, 2, . . . , d —1j, for the fluid particles and to the single dif-
fusion mode, labeled 8, for the tagged particle. The slow
modes are in both cases linear combinations of collisional
—(1)invariants, i.e. , 0 a& = 0 and A(isa' = 0. The contri-
butions to (5.6) of two slow modes with z„(q) + z, (q) =
G(q2) as q ~ 0 yields the slow algebraic decay t +2,
the so-called long-time tails extensively discussed in the
literature [17].
However, Eq. (5.6) does not yet have the precise
form of the phenomenological mode-coupling theory [6],
used as a starting point to discuss the long-time be-
havior of tagged-particle correlation functions, such as
(v (t)v (0)). The subsequent long-time analysis pertains
to the long-wavelength components of the tagged-particle
propagator I',z(q —+ 0, t), in a subspace orthogonal to
the difFusive mode a,'(q) = 1/y b, (q —+ 0). For times
t )) t y, tp the tagged-particle propagator (4.22) can be
transformed into
I',
, (q = 0, t) = [(X + n('l)']
+(1/0 );, O, ,„,R,„.. .(0, t)
(5.8)
where the same line of arguments was followed as in the
transition from (4.27) to (4.28). Also note that the first
term on the right-hand side of (5.8) decays exponentially,
and can therefore be neglected.
To further evaluate (5.8) we substitute (5.6) and use
identity (C6),
(&) s p lg(&) s p
.qkq k y (5.9)
x exp[z, (q)t + z„(q )t]
xa'(q)a" (—q), (5.10)
where the asterisk indicates that the p, sum is restricted
to hydrodynamic modes. This formula represents the
mode coup-ling theory for tagged-particle problems in
LGCA's. With the help of Eqs. (3.2), (4.2), and (5.10)
we obtain for the long-time behavior of the VACF,
(5.ii)
where the amplitudes A"(q) are given by
A"(q) = 1
—f ) c, a,'(q)a,"(—q).
3
(5.12)
Explicit calculation of the amplitude yields
A (q)= ocpqg,
A'(q) = j. — cpqJ. l,z. (5.i3)
The tong-time behavior of the VACE follows from (5.11)
in the form
( .(t) .(0))
(1 —f)cp ). (d —1) (~+~ibfv ( d )
+-,' cos(cpqt) e i+ '~'~i' "'-
(5.14)
where the relation P,. c; = bcp has been used. The first
term represents the contribution from the (d —1) shear
modes combined with a self-diffusion mode, and gives
the dominant long-time tail t ~ [3,6]. The second term
gives the subleading contribution from a sound mode and
the self-diffusion mode [18]. The transport coefficients
where f = p/b is the reduced density, and a' and a" are
linear combinations of collisional invariants. The identity
holds for general LGCA's and general (including maxi-
mally random) tagged-particle collision rules. A proof of
the identity is given in Appendix C.
The combination of (5.8) and (5.9) yields, for the long
time behavior of the tagged-particle propagator,
I'*s(0 t) = l l ) . ' a;(q)a", (-q)t'1 —f i
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are the self-diffusion coefficient D, the kinematic viscosity
v, and the sound damping constant p. Equation (5.14) is
the starting point of the long-time tail calculations in one,
two, three [18], and four dimensions [19]. The agreement
between simulations and the mode-coupling result (5.14)
is in general very good.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The main result of this paper can be summarized as
follows. We have extended the lattice-gas kinetic the-
ory for tagged-particle problems beyond the Boltzmann
equation by including ring collisions [see Eqs. (4.25) and
(4.26)]. This enables us to explain several properties of
time correlation functions.
(i) The excess correlations (3.18)—(3.24) in the VACF
of the three-dimensional FCHC model at short
times, which are of purely geometric origin and in-
duced by the slab geometry of the macroscopic pe-
riodicity cell. Agreement between theory [8] and
simulations [4] is excellent.
(ii) The long-time tail t +z of the VACF, which is de-
rived here directly from the ring kinetic equation
for the lattice gas [see Eqs. (5.10) and (5.14)].
(iii) Intermediate-time behavior of the VACF in (4.22)—
(4.26), that interpolates between the fast exponen-
tial decay of the Boltzmann theory and the slow
algebraic decay of the long-time tails.
(iv) The deviations (4.30) between the Boltzmann dif-
fusion coefficient and the observed one for d & 2. In
two dimensions, where D(t) In t diverges for large
t due to the I/t tail of the VACF, the renormal-
ized diffusion coefficient (4.30) is only meaningful
for intermediate-time regimes (say up to 1000 free
times; see [20]). In the fluid-type models, discussed
here, the renormalization of the Boltzmann or bare
diffusion coefficient by ring collisions is small in the
intermediate-time regime. However, in model with
backscattering (see [9] and [10]) the renormalized
diffusion coefficient may be only a factor 2 smaller
than its Boltzmann value.
2 x 2 with two spatial periods equal to 2. The excess
correlation function (3.18) for such system contains not
only terms coming from A&zl as in Eq. (3.9), but also
from A~ ~. The A~ ~ contribution has been analyzed in
Sec. III, but the number of contributing pairs is different.
Here, condition 6(c~, , c~, ) can be satisfied either through
the fourth or the third dimension. The total number of
pairs is 24, 8 of which give a nonvanishing contribution,
which yields an extra factor of 2 in Eq. (3.23). Denoting
the contribution from A~ l by PP (2), we have
(2)=V) c;
x S, v, , rS,. bn, , rS, bn, , r
x S,,x, (0)S, ,6x, (0,) S, ,6x, (0,)) . ,
(Al)
On account of the properties of the 0's, the average in
Eq. (Al) has to be factorized in pairs, giving
2K
b, ,~, b, ,~, 6,0~, 6(r, c, + c~, )6(c~, , c~, )6(c~„c~,) (A2)
under the summation sign. Equation (A2) is non-
vanishing if
C~I C~2 6 2e3) Cj2 Cj 3 6 2e4
Both pairs cannot be equal to the same e„because it
would yield c~ = c~s for a pair o;, P, and then A~sl
vanishes. Condition (A3) can be satisfied in the slab of
size L x L x 2 x 2 by the triplet:
c2, —(0, 0, 1, —1), c2, ——(0, 0, 1, 1), c2, —(0, 0, —1, 1)
(A4)
and by a triplet with all the signs reversed. Evaluation
of c,~BI,I,„. can be carried out in similar fashion as in
Appendix B, but will not be presented here.
APPENDIX 8: EVALUATION OF h AND g
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APPENDIX A: EXCESS CORRELATIONS
IN QUASI-TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODELS
In this appendix we will calculate the excess velocity
autocorrelation function for the FCHC model when the
system is contained in a periodic volume of size I x L x
This appendix is devoted to the calculation of the fac-
tors g(f, b) and h(f, b) appearing in Eq. (3.21). In order
to determine the quantity Ak~, defined in (3.20), we cal-
culate B.rst
A(n, v) = ) c,I, (n, v) (B1)
and perform afterwards a fluctuation expansion (2.7) to
obtain Ak~.
Consider a [p]-tuple tagged-particle collision (p & 2)
in a noninteracting fluid [see below (3.20)]. There are
two contributions to the collision operator I, from this
collision, a loss term in which a tagged particle in the
channel i scatters into other channels, and a gain term,
with the opposite effect. They are represented by
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1,~ (nv) , = j —v, n(Q] —i)
+ &. ~~~(Iul —i))~(fil —Is)),
"26[j (B2)
where n([p])—:II,c[„]n;.The factor n([b] —[p]) guarantees
that the channels [t)] —[p] are indeed empty in the p-tuple
collision. The factor 1/p is a consequence of the maxi-
mally random collision rules and expresses that on the
average a fraction 1/p of the tagged particles is scattered
into any velocity channel of the set [p]. By considering
all possible collisions we obtain
b
I;(n, v) =» '( —v, n(gi —i)
1=2 [s]c[b]
+-,' & .~, ~((p) - i))"(Iii —Iul),jcb]
(B3)
where the [p] sum runs over all possible ways to choose
the p particles out of b velocities, and the asterisk indi-
cates the constraint that i c [p].
We multiply (B3) by c, and sum over i Nex. t we inter-
change the order of summations and make the i sum the
inner one. Then we interchange the dummy labels (i, j)
to find
b
A(n, v) =) ) ) -') c, —c,
ii=2 [p]C[b] iE[p] jE[p]
x v;n([p) —i)n([b] —[p]). (B4)
By interchanging summations again we finally obtain
A(n, v) = ) A;(n)v, ,
b—1
A, (n) =) ),', ) c, —,', c;
l=l [l]c[b-1] jc[l]
xn([t]) n([bl —[t] —i) (»)
A fluctuation expansion with n; = f + 6n, , similar to
(2.7), defines the coefficients A, , A,j, etc. ,
A, (n, v) = A, v, + A,,v, lin, + (B6)
where summation convention for repeated indices is im-
plied. The first coefficlent is A, = A;(f). Expanding
(B5) to linear order in bn gives then
b—1) A, 6n = ). ) ) c —tc; ) $n fl 1(1 —f)b
myri l=1 [l]C[b—1] jE[l] - mS[l]
)» fl(1 f)b-l-2
mC [b]- [1] i- (B7)
(Bs)
(B9)
where the first term comes from n([l]) and the last from n([|)] —[l] —i). By pulling out the sum over bn we obtain
b —1).A'm~nm = ).»m ). ). ,+, ).c, +cm —lc, f' '(1 —f)' ' '
mii mvki l=1 [l-1]c[ -2] .j&[1]
b—1
-»: : „', &:;-" '( - )'-'-')
l=l [l]c[b-2] -jc[l]
Finally we make the j sum the outer sum, use the relation Qj cz —0 and obtain
b—1 b—1
A; = —) ) (c, +c )l 1f' (1 —f) ' + ) ) (c —lc,)l~1f' (1 —f)
l=l [l-2]C[b—3) l=l [l—1]C[b-2]
b—1 b—2) ) ( + ) 1 fl(1 f)b l 2 + ) ) c l fl(1 f)b l 2
l=1 [l-1]c[b-3] l=1 [l]c[b-2]
The summand no longer depends on the set variable
[r] with r = t, l —1, l —2 and the summation may be
performed with the help of
to obtain
):1=i (B10)
A, =(2c, +pc (B11)
We collect the terms with c, and c in (B9) and define
the intermediate variables n and P as (1 —f) - 1 b —3i
f ) t+1 l —1)
(B12)
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1—
(b —1)(b —2) f2
x 1 —(b —1)(1—f) + (b —2)(1 —f)
1
(~ 1)(~ 2)f, [ —( — )f —( —f)' ']
and the result (3.22) follows.
(B13)
with z = f/(1 —f). After lengthy but straightforward
algebra (B12) gives
APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF EQ. (5.9)
Consider a multiple collision involving a tagged par-
ticle. The set of [p] input particles, chosen out of [b]
scatters into a set [p'], and the tagged particle, labeled
i E [p], scatters into i* 6 [p*]. Then, we can write the
collision operator as
b
I'(n v) =). ).(-v'n([p] -i)n([b] —[p])
p=2 [p] ~[b]
+ '*n([p*] - ') ([[]- [p*l))
(Cl)
Expansion to linear order in bn yields explicit expressions
for 0( ) and A( ), which are independent of the detailed
collision rules:
b
1,(n, v) = nI,"v, +nI,'Iv, bni+ "=) ) ( —v, +v,')fp '(1 —f)' "
p=2 [p]C [bl
b
+.) ) —v ) bn +v,' ) bn ~ (1 —f)
p=2 [p]g[b] me[p] i — m'E[p"] —i"
+ v, ):&n —v,' ):~n ~ f & f" '(1 —f)' " '
me[b] —[p] m e[b] —[p']
(C2)
In Eq. (5.9) we need the operators A(s) (s = 1, 2) acting on products of collisional invariants. We therefore replace
v, ~ a,' = 1 and bn, ~ a, = (1,c,) with the result
b
n,
,
"„'a,'ai = ) ) & —) a + ) a* (1 —f)+
p=2 [p]c[b], me[p] i mc—[p ] —i
As a is conserved in any collision, it follows that
) a = ) a".
mE[p] m6[p j
Therefore the second term in (C3) cancels exactly, yielding
b
AI Ia'ni = ) ) f" (1 —f) "a, —a,*
p=2 [p]C[bj
) a — ) a* f )fp (1 —f)b" ' (C3).
mq [b]—[p] mq [b]—[p']
(C4)
(C5)
By comparison with the term 0, . v~ in (C2), with vs replaced by a'a~, we obtain the desired identity
~(2) s v 1p(&) s s
''ijk j k f''ij j j ~
which will be used in the body of the paper to derive the mode-coupling theory.
(C6)
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